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ABSTRACT 

The present study assessed the relationship between one's attachment style and 

one's chronic (trait-based) and acute (state-based) emotional responses to others. 

focusing on one's level of empathic concern. The individual attachment styles of subjects 

were assessed using the Brennan. Clark and Shaver (1998) Experiences in Close 

Relationships Scale. 

In the first part of the project, participants" emotional responses were assessed 

when confronted with another individual in need, in an experiment based on the Batson et 

al. (1988) "Katie Banks" paradigm. "Katie Banks" is a fictitious student who needs help 

raising money to assist in taking care of her orphaned siblings. This experimental 

paradigm was used to measure participants' affective responses to learning of her plight. 

The second part of the project involved an assessment of the trait of empathy as 

related to individuals' attachment styles. The participants completed the Davis (1996) 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRl) to assess four sub-measures of empathy. Potential 

links between these measures and attachment styler. were explored. 

The primary hypotheses were that individuals with attachment styles 

characterized by a tendency to focus on others would be better able to express other-

focused emotional responses to another in need (and in general) than those individuals 

who tend to focus on themselves and generally avoid relationships. In addition, those 

individuals who typify attachment styles that tend to become anxious within relationships 

were predicted to express more distressing emotional responses than those who represent 

attachment styles with less anxiety within relationships. 
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Whereas some of the results from the trait assessment of empathy supported these 

hypotheses, results of die state-based affective responses did not. With regard to trait-

based measures, securely attached individuals tended to take the perspective of others 

more than less securely attached individuals, and secure individuals expressed 

significantly less distress. In addition, preoccupied individuals (and high anxiety 

individuals in general) exhibited significantly more distress. Finally, those with low 

avoidance attachment styles responded significantly higher on the fantasy scale. With 

regard to the state-based measures, contrary to predictions, there were no differences 

among the attachment styles in the type of affective responses to the laboratory need 

situation. 
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Implications of Individual Attachment Styles 

For Adult Empathy and Other Emotional Responses 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout recorded history, people have wondered how and why people care 

about one another. Whereas some have hypothesized that humans evolved as cognitively 

and affectively self-contained organisms, some have proposed that humans are designed 

to develop other-oriented social relationships. Theory and research suggest that 

attachment and empathy play fundamental roles in a person's ability to care for and 

vicariously experience the emotions of others. 

The present research examines the role an individual's attachment style plays in 

how individuals respond emotionally to others, focusing on the individual's level of 

empathy. While attachment theory traditionally focuses on the level of trust an individual 

develops in others (e.g.. Ainsworth. 1964: Bowlby. 1958). research on empathy focuses 

on an individual's ability to have feelings for another who is suffering. 

Attachment theory, as originally developed by John Bowlby (1958) and Mary 

Ainsworth (1964). proposes that we develop from infancy with a need to trust others, and 

instinctively know the importance of relying on others for certain surv ival needs. At the 

beginning of life, infants depend on their mothers for sustenance. As mothers reassure 

their young that they will always be available for their infants' needs, children develop 

the ability to explore the world and learn that certain individuals arc reliable caretakers. 

The lessons learned from one's mother are later generalized to other attachment Hgures. 
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Like attachment theory, empathy theory focuses on an individual's relationship 

with other people. The notion of empathy implies that individuals can learn to recognize 

and experience the emotions of others. Whether the focus is on an infant crying when 

his/her mother is in pain, or an adult seeing the grief of a friend and responding with 

similar affect, human beings are often deeply influenced by the emotions of others. 

The purpose of the present research is to examine the relationship between 

individuals' attachment styles and their emotional responses to others in need. The main 

premise is that there is a relationship between one's attachment style and his/her level of 

empathy. Learning to trust others also provides assurance that there are other individuals 

who can assist and ensure survival in times of need. As a result of that trust within 

relationships, those individuals will be more likely to open up and express emotions for 

others who are suffering because they will not be inhibited by what is. theoretically, a 

survival risk. For example, if an individual tends to trust others, the individual will not 

expect others to hurt him/her when the individual cries out for help. In addition, the 

trusting individual will be more likely to expect assistance in the future when he or she is 

in need. Ostensibly, the trusting individual will learn that relationships with others can be 

advantageous to his/her own survival and that relationships prosper when the individual 

helps others who are in need. 

Individuals with attachment styles that support the development of a relationship 

with others will be more other-focused; individuals who do not cherish relationships will 

develop a more self-focus in response to others who are in need. These individuals ma> 

respond with different behaviors and different emotions. Some self-focused emotional 
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responses to others in need may be guilt, distress, or sadness. These may be responses to 

the other's pain as it relates to the observer. In order to understand the relationship 

between attachment and empathy, it is important to gain a clear understanding of the two 

concepts. 
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ATTACHMENT THEORY 

Origins of Attachment Theory 

One important aspect of attachment relationships is the level of trust within the 

relationship. Theorists explain that in a secure relationship, the infant develops a trust for 

the primary caretaker (e.g.. Ainsworth. 1964; Bowlby. 1958). That trust allows the child 

to explore with the knowledge that when he/she is in need of care, the child can always 

seek out the caretaker and receive the required assistance. As the caretaker reinforces 

that belief, the child will learn to trust the relationship. Thus, if the child's calls for 

support are responded to favorably, the child will develop an appropriate attachment 

style. As the attachment style develops, the child's expectations of others develop 

accordingly. In so doing, the child develops what Bowlby (1982) termed internal 

working models of both self and others. McCluskey. Hooper, and Miller (1999) 

identified these internal working models as "a set of mental representations of how their 

attachment-seeking behavior has been received and responded to by their attachment 

figure" (p. 81). 

As the child interacts with the world, a complex internal model of the worid is 

created. The child develops a model for the attachment figure as well. The child hopes 

that the model is one of a person who will provide support and security when needed. .As 

the child learns that he/she can count on the safety of the attachment figure, the child 

feels more comfortable when the child is not able to see this person (Bretherton. 1985). 

As the child grows into adulthood, he/she further develops two internal models related to 

attachment. The adult's internal model of others predicts what the individual can expect 
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from the environment; the internal model of self represents the knowledge or perception 

of one's own behavioral skills in relation to others (Shaver. Collins. & Clark. 1996). 

Assessment of Attachment Style' 

Much of the early attachment work arose from the Ainsworth Strange Situation 

Paradigm (Ainsworth & Bell, 1970). Ainsworth's strange situation involved eight 

episodes in which a child would gradually be placed in an unfamiliar situation without an 

attachment figure. Each child was placed in a chair surrounded by toys in an 

experimental room. Opposite the child were two chairs, one for the child's mother and 

one for a stranger. Each of the eight episodes included a gradually increasing interaction 

between a stranger and the baby, and a gradually decreasing participation between the 

baby and the child's mother. In the later episodes, the mother would leave the room. In 

the final episode, the mother would return to the room, the stranger would leave, and the 

reunion between the mother and child would be assessed. 

The strange situation paradigm examined the children's behaviors in response to 

being left with a stranger without the attachment figure. The different responses are 

indicative of the trust in the mother that the infant has developed. Ainsworth and Bell 

(1970) described contact-resistant behavior as a child's ambivalent response to a stranger. 

The experimenters theorized that this response was due to the child's anger about the 

mother's departure and was not necessarily a result of fearing the stranger. They also 

described a proximity-avoiding behavior in which the child would move away from the 

stranger. They theorized that this behavior was probably an attempt to avoid the 

' .\ chart of some ot thc most utilized attachment style measurements is prosideJ in .\ppendix A. 
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unfamiliar and fear-evoking person. The theorists described a similar avoidance response 

to some reunions with a child's mother. They referred to the child's avoidance of the 

mother as a primitive defense that appeared to be a detachment from the mother. 

Ainsworth, Blehar. Waters. & Wall (1978) discussed three classifications of 

children's responses to the mother's return in the Strange Situation Paradigm. Infants 

who avoided proximity with the mother in reunion episodes were classified as group A. 

Group B consisted of infants who sought proximity and contact with the mother upon her 

return. Group C infants expressed a conflicted attempt to have contact with the mother as 

well as an interaction-resistant behavior. Later researchers developed classifications for 

these three groups, often referred to as: 1) Anxious-avoidant; 2) Secure; and 3) Anxious-

resistant. These three groups became the cornerstone for self-report attachment style 

surveys like the Hazan and Shaver (1987) tool." 

Recent attachment research suggests that there may actually be four attachment 

styles. Similar to earlier work by Ainsworth. Blehar. Waters, and Wall (1978). 

Bartholomew (1990). and Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991). Brennan. Clark. &. Shaver 

(1998) offered a two-dimensional view of attachment consisting of anxiety and 

avoidance. Brennan. Clark, & Shaver suggest that the anxiety dimension represents a 

"preoccupation with attachment, jealousy, and fear of rejection" (p. 59). Anxiety 

" The Hazan and Shaver (1^)87) adult attachment type description.s have been described a.s follows: Secure: 
I t1nd It relatively easy to get close to others and am comfortable depending on them and having them 

depend on me. I don't often worry about being abandoned or about someone getting too close to me; 

Avoidant-. I am somewhat uncomfortable being close to others. I Und it difficult to trust them completely, 

and diftlcult to allow myself to depend on them. I am nervous when anyone gets too close, and often, love 

partners want me to be more intimate than [ am comfortable being; ArLxiims/Amhivulenr. I find that others 

are reluctant to get as close as I would like. I often worry that my partner doesn't really love me or won't 

want to stay with me. I want to merge completely with another person, and this desire sometimes sc;u-es 

people away. 
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essentially relates to the level of discomfort one feels as a result of relationships. The 

avoidance dimension represents a "discomfort with closeness" (p.59). Avoidant 

individuals tend to avoid relationships altogether. The two scales are divided into four 

quadrants; secure individuals are low on both the avoidance and anxiety scales, 

preoccupied individuals are low on the avoidance scale but high on the anxiety scale, 

fearful individuals are high on both the avoidance and anxiety scales, and dismissing 

individuals are high on the avoidance scale and low on the anxiety scale (See Figure 1). 

An analysis of items from previous self-report measures of attachment led to the 

clustering of items within the four distinct groups. The 36 items with the highest 

correlations within one of the two factors (avoidance and anxiety) were combined to 

create a new self-report measure. The four attachment styles were recognized in this 

thirty-six item self-report survey, titled the Experience in Close Relationships Scale. 

Whereas much of attachment theory deals with the development of an attachment 

style as an infant, recent researchers have developed theories regarding the relationship 

between different attachment styles and certain adult behaviors and relationship 

characteristics. It is important to remember that while attachment style is developed in 

early childhood, it is also visible throughout the life cycle, especially during times of 

stress (Bretherton. 1985). Klohnen and John (1998) empirically supported the theory that 

at least over a 25-year period, internal attachment styles are maintained over time. 

Additionally, the strength of the attachment developed with the primar\ attachment figure 

will affect future attachments with others (Bovvlby. 1982). as well as peers' views of the 

individual (LaFreniere & Stroufe. 1985). 
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The concept of trust developed during childhood persists into adulthood in 

influencing: 1) the appraisal of panners as reliable and predictable; 2) the belief that 

partners are concerned with one's needs and can be counted on in times of need; and 3) 

feelings of confidence in the strength of the relationship (Rempel. Holmes, & Zanna. 

1985). The ability to trust attachment figures allows an individual to later be open to 

trusting others. Trust becomes a basic building block for an internal working model of 

what one can expect from others. 
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EMPATHY 

Approaches to studying empathy have led to a variety of definitions. This variety 

of approaches speaks to the complexity of defining the concept of empathy. These 

approaches are summarized below. 

Empathy as mimicry 

One of the earliest definitions of empathy is the concept that empathy is simply 

the modeling of another person's behavior. Kohler (1947) suggested that emotional 

processes are "most adequately represented in his behavior as heard and seen by others" 

(p. 230). This comprehension of another's affect based on behavioral observation leads 

to a mimicking of those behaviors. Psychoanalytic theorists applied this approach to their 

beliefs about the link between mother and child; they explained that an infant would 

mimic his/her mother's affective responses. If a mother felt distress, the child would see 

the affect in the mother's expressions and react similarly. These theorists also suggested 

that the child mimics the behavior and has "direct access to the mother's inner self." in 

effect, also experiencing the same emotions as the mother (Deutsch & Madle. 1975. p. 

269). It is the mimicking of the behavior that allows the model to feel the same affect. 

Affect and the sharing of emotion 

Some researchers suggest that empathy entails no self-other distinction when 

sharing affect. For example. Stotland (1969) offers that the observer reacts "emotionally 

because he perceives that another is experiencing or is about to experience an emotion." 

Stotland further explained that the emotions of the model and observer arc "at least 

highly similar" (Stotland. 1969. pp. 272-273). Hoffman (1977) discussed the issue of 
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veridicality. He emphasized the "match between the affective experience of the observer 

and model" (p. 175). Like Stotland, Hoffman emphasized more than just a mimicking of 

behavior, but also the direct sharing of affect. 

Cognition and affect 

Another, more cognitive/behavioral approach to empathy focuses on the 

observer's ability to take the perspective of another person. An early theorist. George 

Mead, defined empathy as the capacity to take the role of the other person with whom 

one interacts (Mead. 1934). 

Subsequent researchers began to emphasize the cognitive component of empathy, 

but in a somewhat different way than Mead. Expanding on Mead's theory that 

individuals place themselves "in the other's shoes." theorists suggested that the observer 

must be neutral and detached. When a model expresses feelings, the observer analyzes 

the affect and essentially borrows the model's emotions, always maintaining separateness 

(Kalisch. 1973). Rogers (1958) emphasized the self-other distinction in suggesting that it 

is important to care for and relate to the client while retaining your distance and 

separateness. It is important to note that while today's definitions tend to reinforce the 

importance of the self-other distinction, there is also an emphasis on the importance of 

similarity between the observer and the model. 

The discussion of the importance of affective and cognitive approaches continued 

in the I970's and 1980's. While Deut.sch and Madle (1975) offered a cognitive 

explanation of empathy, others continued to emphasize the importance of affect 

(Eisenberg & Miller. 1987). Batson. Dariey. and Coke (1978) emphasized the 
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congruence in emotional state over the cognitive component. The authors explain, "while 

we consider perspective-taking important... we consider the emotional state to be the 

defining characteristic of empathy" (p. 126). Kalliopuska (1983) reinforced die 

cognitive-affective view of empathy by defining the term as a two-pronged emotion. 

This author explained that there is; (1) an affective element, including the sensitivity to 

another person's feelings; and (2) a cognitive element, including consideration of another 

person's point of view. As Freeman (1984) concluded after studying the empathy 

process, "empathy is a multi-faceted construct including both cognitive and affective 

dimensions" (p. 243-2-W). Recent research often concentrates on the concept of empathy 

as both an affective and cognitive response. 

The Davis Empathy Scale 

Mark Davis developed an empathy scale that attempts to incorporate many of the 

different definitions of empathy (Davis. 1983 and Davis. 1996). Davis'(1996) 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index ([RI) breaks empathy into four components: (1) 

Perspective Taking; a measure of one's "tendency to spontaneously adopt the 

psychological point of view of others in everyday life" (p. 57); (2) Empathic Concern: a 

measure of the "tendency to experience feelings of s\ mpathy and compassion for 

unfortunate others" (p. 57); (3) Personal Distress: a measure of "the tendency to 

experience distress and discomfort in respon.se to extreme distress in others" (p. 57); and 

(4) the Fantasy Scale: a measure of "the tendency to imaginatively transpose oneself into 

fictional situations" (p. 57). While perspective taking and fantasy seem to represent the 



cognitive side of empathy, the empathic concern and personal distress subscales seem to 

represent more of the affective components. 



THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTACHMENT AND EMPATHY 

Although many researchers suggest that there may be a relationship between 

attachment and empathy, little has been written about the theoretical basis for a 

relationship between these two concepts. It is important to tlrst understand the similarity 

of one underlying theoretical basis that can be applied to both attachment and empathy 

research; the motivation to survive. 

Attachment and survival 

Bowlby's attachment theory arose out of his belief that there are evolutionary 

survival advantages to productive attachment (Bovvlby. 1958, 1988). According to 

Bowlby. by securely attaching to a primary caregiver when young, the infant's survival 

chances are increased. The infant gains the ability to trust that his/her needs will be met. 

and ultimately, is able to explore the world with the secure relationship as a home base. 

As a result of a rewarding history with the caregiver, the infant learns to rely on the 

attachment relationship (Mikulincer. 1998). 

Research indicates that the type of relationship a child has with his primary 

caregiver affects his/her willingness to seek support as an adult. For example. Rorian. 

Mikuliner. and Bucholtz (1995) as.sessed the relationship between attachment styles and 

the amount of support that is sought in times of need. The researchers found that secure 

attachments created the perception of supportive relationships in the future. As a result 

of these perceptions, secure adults sought more familial support than insecurely attached 

adults when in need. Insecure individuals apparently were not raised in environments in 
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which they felt they could trust the primary caregiver and they would likely seek alternate 

means of support. 

The lack of trust exhibited in insecure individuals tends to lead to either a 

hypervigilant attachment in which they will ruminate on why there is a lack of trust and 

experience other negative thoughts (anxious attachment) or simply detach from the 

relationship because of the lack of trust (avoidant attachment; Mikulincer. 1995). 

As discussed. Brennan. Clark, and Shaver (1998) concluded that there are four 

attachment styles: (1) Secure. (2) Preoccupied. (3) Dismissing, and (4) Fearful. Secure 

and preoccupied individuals are more other-focused. Both will trust and seek close 

relationships, but preoccupied individuals tend to become anxious within relationships. 

These other-focused attachment styles appear to be more cognizant of the benefits 

associated with relationships. 

Brennan. Clark and Shaver (1998) theorized that dismissing and fearful 

individuals are more self-focused and experience anxiety during relationships. As a 

result of their reliance on self, dismissing and fearful individuals tend to develop less 

reliable relationships. These individuals learn that survival is dependent on what he or 

she can do for him/herself. 

Empathy and survival 

Many reason that an underlying basis for feeling empathy, much like attachment, 

is for survival purposes. As we get older, empathy develops for both egoistic and 

altruistic reasons. Some contend that there is actually a genetic basis for the heritability 

of empathy (Matthews. Batson. Horn. & Rosenman. 1981). Batson. Darley and Coke 
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{1978) offer two genetic bases for empathy. They theorize, like the survival advantage of 

infants raised by caring mothers, that there may be a general proclivity to care for the 

defenseless. Thus, if a defenseless person expresses negative emotions, a naturally 

selected gene to care may cause the observer to defend that person. Batson. Darley and 

Coke also argue that there is concern for similar people. If an observer sees a model that 

is like oneself or with whom he shares an identifying characteristic, he/she tends to be 

more empathic. 

There is also some evidence that empathic accuracy depends on the current 

relationship between the model and the observer. !n .'ddition. the observer's desire for a 

future relationship will affect the level of empathy for the model (Ickes. 1993). If the 

observer either does not have or does not want a relationship with the model, the strength 

and accuracy of his/her empathic observations is likely to diminish. This emphasizes the 

importance of establishing relationships for an appropriate empathic response. 

Karylowski (1982) suggests that one's motive to care for others is related to self-

esteem. whether egoistic or altruistic. The researcher offers that secure individuals care 

for others because their self-esteem is sufficiently satisfied and they do not need to focus 

on themselves. Conversely, insecurely attached individuals might have egoistic 

motivations in caring for others. Fearful individuals likely have a low self-esteem but do 

not generally trust the views of others. Dismissive individuals appear to have a high self-

image but inferior opinions of others. As a result, the fearful and dismissive individuals 

wou'd tend to focus on their self-needs (Reykowski. 1982). These individuals may be 

overly self-focused and unable to trust others, such that they are less empathic. 
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Individuals who have low self-esteem but care what others think are likely trying 

to gain a better internal sense of self. This is likely the case for preoccupied individuals. 

When it comes to survival issues, any empathic response is likely an egoistic effort to 

increase self-esteem. 

The feeling that caring for others may increase one's survival chances is likely to 

only exist in individuals who are able to be other-focused. Whereas the secure 

individuals may be empathic because of their openness to relationships, preoccupied 

individuals may be other-focused and empathic in order to build their own self-esteem. 

These individuals may feel better about themselves when they care for others. 

Individuals who exhibit self-focused attachment styles consistently rely on themselves to 

meet their needs and are less likely to be empathic. 
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH ASSOCIATING ATTACHMENT AND EMPATHY 

Few studies have been conducted that examine the relationship between 

attachment and empathy. Unfortunately, most of these studies have significant 

methodological limitations. 

Attachment and empathy in studies with children 

Stroufe (1983) examined the relationship between attachment styles and empathy 

in preschool children. Teachers were asked to assess whether the children's behaviors 

appeared to be empathic. The researcher hypothesized that securely attached children 

would be empathic to others; avoidantly attached children would be unlikely to have 

functional empathic capacity, and in some cases, would show pleasure in others' distress; 

and resiliently attached children would be disorganized, anxious, and subsequently show 

limited empathy. He found support for his hypotheses. Stroufe reported that the Q-sort 

results suggested that empathy was characteristic for the secure group and 

uncharacteristic for the avoidant group, with the resistant group falling in-between. 

Kestenbaum. Farber. and Stroufe (1989) also provided data suggesting that 

attachment and empathy are related in children. They studied 12 male and 12 temale 

preschoolers." The researchers theorized that securely attached children should be 

empathic. The researchers added that avoidantly attached children were reportedly 

rejected in times of emotional need and. as a result, have no framework for appropriate, 

empaihic responses. They theorized that avoidant children would appear unempathic and 

at times display attacking or inappropriate behavior. Finally, the researchers suggested 

' The age and number ot" subjects limits the study's generalizability. 
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that children who have anxious-resistant attachment histories, those who had inconsistent 

care, may show some empathic response. Unfortunately, because of their disorganization 

and anxiety, these individuals would still have difficulty responding empathically. 

The researchers measured empathy with a video camera placed in the children's 

playroom. The camera was focused on behavioral situations that might call for an 

empathic response. Two separate coders analyzed the videotapes and rated the children's 

responses. Measures included: 1) a seven-point empathy scale and a three-point anti-

empathy scale; and 2) a teacher's Block California 100-item Q-sort. 

Measures of attachment were taken at the ages of 12 months and 18 months. The 

children participated with their mothers in the Ainsworth Strange Situation. Researchers 

assessed the quality of the mother-child interaction. The children were then classified as 

having either a; I) secure attachment; 2) anxiously-avoidant attachment; or 3) anxious-

resistant attachment."' 

Analyses of the data suggested that children who had secure attachment histories 

scored higher on the empathy scale than children with anxious-avoidant histories. 

Empathy scores from the anxious-resistant group did not differ from scores for the other 

two groups. The researchers concluded that children with secure attachment histories 

were more likely to have a greater empathic response (behaviorally and emotionally) to 

another's distress than were children with avoidant attachment histories. 
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Attachment and empathy within parent-child relationships 

Bemadett-Shapiro. Ehrensaft. and Shapiro (1996) studied the relationship 

between a father's presence during his son's early childhood with his son's later empathy. 

The researchers hypothesized that limited participation from a father will lead to 

diminished empathy. Interestingly, they make this argument from an object-relations 

perspective. They explain that in a child's early years, he must at some point separate 

from his early love object and also develop a gender identity. They claim that if the 

mother primarily raises the boy. in order to establish his gender identity, he must repress 

his strong identification and attachment to his mother. In doing so. the boy's repression 

will interfere with his connection to his feelings. If the father were present, the child 

would not have to repress his attachment to his mother because his male identity would 

be securely rooted in opportunities to identify with his father. 

The researchers sampled 47 married couples with their biological tlrst-grade sons. 

The subjects were administered a variety of surveys. The boys were administered the 

Index of Empathy for Children and Adolescents. The mothers and fathers were given the 

Emotional Empathic Tendency Scale (EETS) created by Mehrabian and Epstein (1972). 

The fathers were also administered the Paternal Involvement in Childcare Index. 

The results suggest that a father's participation within the first three years of his 

son's life, in addition to ongoing involvement is significantly related to the boy's 

empathy scores. When considering the object relations hypothesis, as compared to a 

' .An analysi.s of the descriptions of each attachment type suggests that the an\ious-avoidant types are 

similar to the avoidant types described earlier and the anxious-resistant types are similar to the anxious 

types described earlier. 
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social learning theory argument for empathy, the researchers explain that the results 

support their object relations hypothesis. They explain that the correlation between the 

father's empathy level and the father's participation was not significant. But. there was a 

relationship between the presence of both parents in raising the child and the child's level 

of empathy. 

Attachment style and empathy within adult couples 

Simpson. Ickes. and Grich (1999) concentrated on the particular attachment 

pattern of 82 heterosexual couples involving at least one anxious-ambivalent individual. 

The researchers considered their empathic accuracy and potential effects in a 

relationship-threatening situation. The authors evaluated anxious-ambivalent 

(preoccupied) men and women. They theorized that highly preoccupied individuals have 

minimal confidence and trust in their significant others. As a result of their previous 

attachments, they develop negative models about themselves, yet are hopeful that their 

significant others will be supportive. Because of their hope to be in a healthy 

relationship, they will display greater empathy. As a result of their past history, w hen the 

relationship is threatened, they vvill try to avoid the internal personal distress and 

inaccurately assess their partner's affect. 

The researchers' theories were supported. Preoccupied individuals were more 

empathically accurate and more distressed as a result of the relationship stress. In a four-

month follow-up. the individuals who were accurate and distressed as a result of the 

threat were more likely to have ended the relationship. 
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Attachment and prosocial behavior responses 

Priel. Mitrany. and Shahar (1998) studied a sample of 184 adolescents in boarding 

schools. They addressed the relationship between attachment and reciprocity within 

social relationships. It is important to.note that reciprocity within social relationships is 

not necessarily empathy, as it may be egoistically motivated. The researchers 

hypothesized that the adolescents' particular attachment pattern would affect internal 

models of self and others. Their theory was developed from Bartholomew and Horowitz' 

(1991) work, defining attachment styles within the dimensions of self-other and positive-

negative distinctions. Ultimately, they hypothesized that "models of the other, but not 

models of the self, will affect the levels of perceived support and support attributed by 

peers and the levels of perceived closeness and closeness attributed by peers." They also 

thought that there would be "reciprocal perceptions of closeness and support among 

secure but not among insecure individuals and among individuals with congruent 

attachment styles (i.e. secure and fearful) but not among individuals with incongruent 

attachment styles (i.e. dismissing and preoccupied)" (p. 1186). 

As expected, securely attached individuals were found to perceive and be 

perceived by others as supportive and close. Fearful individuals also maintained a 

reciprocal relationship, but in this case, both sides were negative - these individuals felt 

others were distant and others assessed fearful individuals as the same. The researchers 

suggested that by demanding distance and being seen as distant, fearful individuals were 

successfully eluding close relationships. 
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The preoccupied and dismissing subjects were not in reciprocal relationships. 

The preoccupied individuals perceived negative closeness, but in fact, others perceived 

the closeness positively. The authors offer that this exemplifies the preoccupied 

individual as blaming himself for the negative system, as typified in earlier attachment 

relationships. 

The dismissing subjects also mamtained their internal relationship views when 

downplaying the importance of others and viewing the relationships with others as 

positive. Others were not so optimistic and had a negative opinion of the relationship. 

The dismissing subjects were ultimately able to maintain their self-esteem by thinking 

that they were involved in a positive relationship, even when others viewed the 

relationship differently. 

Van Lange. Otten. De Bruin, and Joireman (1997) conducted four separate 

studies, analyzing attachment style and tendency for prosocial behaviors. While the 

concept of empathy was not examined, many have argued that there is a relationship 

between empathy and a motivation for prosocial behaviors. Thus, if an individual tends 

to desire to behave in a prosocial manner, he or she is more likely to exhibit empathic 

affect. 

A number of different hypotheses are offered to explain the possible relationship 

between attachment style and prosocial behavior. They include the following: 1) 

Individuals with secure attachments develop the belief that others are safe and secure. 

Ultimately, those secure individuals behave in a trusting manner and develop cooperative 

patterns with others; 2) Prosocial behavior may be related to sibling relationships. In 
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analyses conducted on the relationship between one's siblings and the level of prosocial 

behaviors, researchers theorized that the greater the number of siblings, the more likely it 

is that the individual will face situations in which resources must be shared; 3) 

Researchers theorized that more people will act in a prosocial manner as people age. 

They offered three possibilities as to why this happens: i. over a lifetime, individuals 

learn the advantages of a prosocial orientation; ii. as an individual ages, more situations 

occur that necessitate a prosocial attitude (e.g. offering more to one's children); and iii. 

society has changed and people who are older grew up in a more prosocial culture, as 

opposed to what others may term, today's individualistic and competitive generation. 

In the first study, adult attachment styles were based on the 13-item measure 

adopted from Hazan and Shaver (1987). In the second study, the attachment styles were 

assessed using descriptions from Hazan and Shaver's (1987) three-prototype descriptions 

of how people feel in relationships. 

The researchers found that there is a relationship between attachment style and 

prosocial behavior. Specifically, in the first study they found that prosocial individuals 

tended to be more securely attached than were individualists or competitors. Similar 

results were found in the second study. Interestingly, in the final two studies they found, 

as theorized, that patterns of social interactions are related to experiences from lamily 

relationships and one's social interaction is further shaped by later adulthood. .N'o 

definitive answer is given as to why this is so. 
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HYPOTHESES IN THE PRESENT RESEARCH 

The basis for the hypotheses for this study is that one's affective response to 

others will be affected by his/her individual's attachment style. The first hypothesis is 

that individuals who tend to trust others within relationships will be more likely to 

experience emotional responses directed at the other (i.e.. empathic responses) within an 

emotion-evoking scenario. The hypotheses are tested using the Brennan. Clark and 

Shaver (1998) Experiences in Close Relationships Scale (an attachment style self-report 

survey) and the emotional responses an individual has to another in need. In addition, 

hypotheses regarding attachment style and empathic responses in general are tested using 

the empathy responses in the Davis (1996) Interpersonal Reactivity Index scale. 

There is an expected difference between the results from the emotional response 

scale and the Davis empathy scale. The emotional response scale measures the current 

state of emotional response for the particular individual. The emotional response state is 

affected by a study involving an individual in need. The Davis scale is a measurement of 

an enduring trait of empathy. This trait measurement should not be affected by any 

changes in situation. Two main hypotheses are presented to explain the expected 

relationship between attachment style and 1) state emotional responses to a helping 

situation, and 2) the trait of empathy in general. 

Hypothesis 1: Secure Attachment Style 

Securely attached individuals (low on avoidance and low on anxiety), will rate 

higher on other-focused, non-anxiety provoking emotional response measurers, than do 

other attachment styles. These emotional responses include empathy and oneness. Also 
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as a result of the other, non-anxious focus, the securely attached individuals are expected 

to score higher on three of the four subscales of the Davis Interpersonal Reactivity Index 

scale {fantasy, perspective taking, and empathy) and score lowest on the distress scale. 

Since the securely attached individuals are hypothetically low on anxiety, these 

individuals are expected to score lower on the anxiety creating emotional response 

measures. 

Hypothesis 2: Preoccupied Attachment Style and Fearful Attachment Style 

Preoccupied attached individuals (low on avoidance and high on anxiety) will rate 

higher on emotional responses that are other-focused and anxiety provoking. The 

preoccupied individuals will seek some affirmation from other individuals. These 

individuals desire relationships, but typically experience anxiety as a result of such 

relationships. As a result, when involved in a scenario in which the relationship may 

cause anxiety, the emotional response scales representing anxious responses will be 

endorsed. These individuals will likely endorse sadness, distress, and guilt measures 

because of their other-focus and tendency towards anxious responses. In addition, these 

individuals will score highly on empathy and oneness based on their willingness to be 

closer in relationships. On the Davis Interpersonal Reactivity Index, preoccupied 

individuals will score highly on the personal distress subscale. 

Fearful individuals (high on avoidance and high on anxiety) tend to be self-

focused. As a result of the high anxiety, fearful individuals, like the preoccupied 

individuals, are expected to endorse similar anxiety provoking emotional responses 

(sadness, distress and guilt). Similar to the preoccupied attached individuals, these 
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individuals will likely score high on the Davis personal distress subscale. It should be 

noted that since fearful individuals tend to avoid relationships, the impact of another's 

suffering would be diminished. As a result, their endorsement of the anxiety provoking 

emotional responses and the Davis personal distress subscale would be lower than that of 

the preoccupied individual. Of note is that because dismissing individuals (high on 

avoidance and low on anxiety) avoid relationships and do not tend to respond to anxiety, 

no particular emotional responses are expected. 
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METHOD 

Participants 

Participants were 118 (54 males. 64 females) introductory psychology students. 

Participants were solicited at either a mass questionnaire session or over the phone, and 

received course credit in compensation for their time. Seventy-eight of the subjects were 

studied in the winter semester of 2001. Forty of the subjects were studied in the summer 

sessions of 2001. 

Nine subjects stated their belief that the study was fictitious during the 

suspiciousness quesdonnaire. It was decided that the measure of their emotional 

response would be inaccurate and they were eliminated before the data analysis. One 

subject had not completed the attachment survey: thus, the subject was eliminated from 

the analysis. 

Materials and Procedures 

This study adapted a previous study conducted on empathy by Dan Batson and his 

colleagues that included a fictional female student in need, Katie Banks (Batson et al.. 

1997). This project utilized the Katie Banks scenario to recreate an emotional situation 

with a person in need.^ 

During the winter semester, the Brennan. Clark and Shaver (1998) Experience in 

Close Relationships Survey (See Appjendix B) and the Davis (1996) Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index (See Appendix C) were administered during a mass survey at the 

' For further discus.sion about the Katie Bank.s study, plea.se see: Batson. Dyck. Brandt. Bat.son. Powell. 

•Mc.VIa.ster. VI.R.. Griftltt. C. (Bat.son (I W7i; and Bat.son. Early. & Salvarani (IW71. 
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beginning of the semester. The Experience in Close Relationships Survey has been 

adequately validated against other traditional measures of attachment, including the 

Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) measure (Brennan. Clark & Shaver. 1998). The 

reliability and validity of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index scale has been adequately 

established (Davis. 1980). Upon arrival in the experimental room, the student was seated 

at a desk. Procedures were very similar to past procedures as used by the Batson group. 

The students were told that the school's radio station had applied for a license from the 

FCC so that the station could broadcast to a broader range of listeners. Since the station 

expected to get the license, they had asked that we have potential listeners come to listen 

to prospective programming. Subjects were told that there were five program segments 

within two categories. Five snippets were from "News from the Personal Side" and five 

snippets were from "The Wildcat Bulletin Board." They were told that they would hear 

one segment from each of the two categories. They were then asked to sign a consent 

form. 

All listeners then heard the Katie Banks segment as adapted from the previous 

experiments by the Batson group (See Appendix D). Upon completion of the segment, 

the experimenter returned and asked the subject to complete a number of questionnaires 

including; (I) a KAMP Evaluation form (See Appendix E); (2) a Radio Interview 

Emotional Response Scale (See Appendix F); and (3) an Oneness scale (lOS measure) 

(See Appendix G).'' A key denoting which items were associated with each affective 

® The items lor the ditferent dimensions on the Experience in Close Relationships Survey, the Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index and the Emotional Respon.se Scale are indicated within the .Appendices. 
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response can also be found in the Appendices. The construction of these affect 

composites was based on the composites use on prior research (e.g. Batson et. al, 1997) 

and on factor analytic work focusing on people's emotional responses to others (e.g. 

Fultz. Schaller & Cialdini. 1988). The lOS is an established measure of oneness with 

adequate reliability and validity (Aron. Aron & Smollan. 1992). 

Upon completion of those forms, the experimenter returned to the room, took the 

completed forms and asked that they complete some more questionnaires. This packet 

included a social desirability scale (See Appendix H). The social desirability scale (a 

subscale of the BIDR) is an established measure of socially desirable responding with 

adequate reliability and convergent and discriminant validity (Paulhus. 1991). Upon 

completion of the surveys, the experimenter returned with an envelope addressed to the 

listeners of the Katie Banks' tape. The experimenter took the completed questionnaires, 

placed the envelope on the table and explained that the experimenter was asked to give 

the Katie Banks tape listeners the envelope. Inside the envelope were: (I) a letter from 

the professor purportedly in charge of the experiment (See Appendix 1). (2) a letter from 

Katie Banks (See Appendix J); and a sheet for the subject to record the number of hours 

the individual would offer to assist Katie Banks (See Appendix K). Upon completing the 

later questionnaires, the experimenter returned and asked a variety of suspiciousness 

questions to determine whether the subject was skeptical of the Katie Banks paradigm 

(See Appendix L). Al the conclusion of the experiment, the experimenter debriefed the 

participant (See Appendix M). 
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The second group, consisting of summer session subjects, was studied in 

essentially the same manner. Since there was no mass survey group during the summer, 

the attachment scale, the Davis (1996) Interpersonal Reactivity Index, and a demographic 

information sheet were added to the second questionnaire packet the participant was 

given during the experiment. 
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RESULTS 

The distribution of attacfiment styles was as follows: secure («=25). fearful 

(/i=32). preoccupied («=38) and dismissing (n=22). In the present research, attachment 

style categories were established using the method of Brennan Clark and Shaver (1998). 

This method was based on a cluster analysis of a sample of 1.086 undergraduates, which 

revealed four distinct attachment styles. The categories were detmed so as to optimize 

the cluster solution. Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) were employed to determine 

whether the attachment styles differed in their levels of emotional response to Katie's 

situation.^ There were no significant differences among the four attachment styles in 

empathy or other emotional responses in the context of the Katie Banks paradigm. 

However, when looking at the relationship between the attachment scale and the Davis 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index, the relationships was found to be significant with results 

conforming to predictions.'^ 

Hypothesis 1; Secure Attachment Style 

Securely attached individuals will score high on the emotional response of 

empathy, and the cognitive response of oneness. In addition, the securely 

attached individuals will score higher on three of the four subscales of the Davis 

Although actual helping behavior was not the focus of this study, the extent to which participants were 

willing to help Katie was measured. Whether attachment style was a predictor of the participant's 

willingness to help was examined (helping was treated as a diohotomous measure, consistent with Batson's 

approach, e.g. Batson et. al. (I9^)7)i. .A logistic regression analysis revealed no relationship between 

attachment style and helping. fi=.07. ;i..v. The proportions of people helping for each attachment style were 

as follows: Secure: 44'^f. Fearful: 5')^r. Preoccupied: .>8T. Dismissing: 48^^ 

' For all analyses, scores on the Social Desirability Scale were initially included as a potential covariate. 

However, in no ca.se did the inclusion of these scores substantially alter the results. Therefore, none of the 

results reported here include those scores in the analysis. 
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Interpersonal Reactivity Index scale (fantasy, perspective taking, and empathy) 

and will score lowest on the distress subscale. The securely attached individuals 

were also expected to score lower on the anxiety provoking emotional responses. 

An ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences among the four 

attachment styles in the amount of empathy participants experienced. F (3.111 )=1.23. n.s. 

In addition, the attachment style did not differ in the amount of oneness they experienced. 

F(3.115)= 1.34. n.s. (See Table 1). 

A significant difference in the amount of Davis" trait-level perspective-taking was 

exhibited. F(3.l 13)=3.89./) < .05 (See Table 2). Consistent with the hypothesis that the 

securely attached participants would exhibit the greatest amount of perspective taking, a 

linear contrast test showed that the securely attached subjects did exhibit significantly 

more perspective taking (yV/=3.69.50=0.75) than the other three attachment styles 

combined {M=3.29, S0=0.66). F( 1.115)= 6.33./? < .05. 

Significant differences among the attachment styles in the amount of Davis" trait-

level distress was also exhibited. F (3. 113) =3.54. p < .05 (See Table 2). Consistent with 

the hypothesis that the securely attached participants would exhibit the least amount of 

enduring distress, the securely attached subjects did exhibit significantly less distress 

(iV/=2.25. SD=0.49) than the other three attachment styles combined (/V/=2.63. 5D=0.73). 

F (1.115) = 5.96. p < .05. An ANOV.A suggested that there was a marginally significant 

relationship between individual attachment style and fantasy. F(3.1 13)=2.48./j =.06 (See 

Table 2). A subsequent planned comparison test demonstrated that, as predicted, the low 

avoidance attachment styles (secure and preoccupied) were significantly higher on the 
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fantasy subscale (A/=3.61. SZ>=0.80) than were the high avoidance attachment styles (i.e.. 

fearful and dismissing; M=3.29, SD=0.83). F (1,115 )=4.62. p <.05. The t'mal subscale. 

e n d u r i n g  e m p a t h y ,  p r o d u c e d  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  a t t a c h m e n t  s t y l e s .  F { 3 .  

113)=.119.«..9.. 

Hypothesis 2: Preoccupied Attachment Style and Fearful Attachment Style 

Preoccupied attached individuals will score high on the emotional 

response scale items of sadness, distress, and guilt. In addition, the preoccupied 

attached individuals will score somewhat high on empathy and oneness. These 

individuals are also e.xpected to score high on the Davis self-distress subscale. 

Fearful attached individuals will score similarly, but somewhat lower than the 

preoccupied individuals. 

An ANOVA showed that there was no relationship between attachment style and 

state distress. F (3,115 )=.784. n.s. The relationship between attachment style and a 

sadness response was also nonsignificant. F (3.115)= 1.10. n..s. Finally, the relationship 

between attachment style and guilt was nonsignificant. F (3.114)=.280. n.s. (See Table 

1). 

An ANOVA of the Davis subscale of distress revealed significant differences 

among the four attachment styles in the amount of enduring distress the subjects 

e.xhibited. F (3.113 )= 3.54, p < .05 (See Table 2). As predicted, the participants with a 

preoccupied attachment style exhibited significantly more enduring distress (/V/=2.76. 

SD=i).b6) than the other three attachment styles (,V/=2.45. 50=0.70). F( 1.115)=5.12. p < 

.05. In addition, the two high an.xiety attachment styles (preoccupied and fearful) were 
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significantly higher on the enduring distress subscale (A/=2.71. SD=0.6-i) than the two 

low anxiety attachment styles (i.e.. secure and dismissing; M=23l. 5D=0.7l). F( I.l I5)= 

9.95. p < .05. 

The results of the Katie Banks experiment suggested that there is no relationship 

between attachment style and empathy. There were no significant results between 

attachment style and any of the acute emotional responses to Katie's plight. 

Interestingly, an expected significant difference between genders did not hold true -

males (/V/=4.27. SZ>=1.07) and females (M=4.38. SD=0.99) did not differ in their amount 

of empathy. Though the Katie Banks study did not prov ide significant results, the 

analyses of attachment style and Davis' Interpersonal Reactivity Index did provide some 

support for the hypotheses. 

Finally, to explore the possibility that our attachment style categorization masked 

potential differences on the continuous anxiety and avoidance scales, regression analyses 

were used to examine the relationship between empathy and continuous measures of 

avoidance and anxiety. Scores on avoidance and anxiety and their interaction (after 

centering both independent variables; Aiken & West. 1991) were entered as predictor of 

state level empathy. This analysis revealed a significant interaction between the 

avoidance and anxiety scales. B= -.33. /7<.()01. Simple slope tests demonstrated that at 

low levels of anxiety, avoidance was marginally related to empathy. B= -.23./) <.10. such 

that the more avoidant one is. the less empathy they feel. This supports the general 

theory that those who are other-focused (less avoidant) would be more empathic. This 

result suggests further that this is particularly the case for non-anxious people. At 
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moderate levels of anxiety, avoidance was not related to empathy. 5= . 10. n.s. This 

suggests that being other vs. self-focused may not affect one's level of empathic concern 

when one is at least moderately anxious. Interestingly, at high levels of anxiety, 

avoidance was related to empathy. B= .42. p<.001. suggesting that for people who are 

highly anxious, being more avoidant is associated with higher levels of empathy. 
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DISCUSSION 

There were two types of comparisons involved in this study. First, potential 

differences among the attachment styles in the amount of situational emotional responses 

resulting from exposure to a person in need were examined. The Katie Banks scenario 

set the stage for acute emotional responses directly applicable to the existing situation. 

The results suggested that the four attachment styles did not differ in their pattern of state 

emotional responding. It is possible that in another emotional situation, the individual's 

responses might vary. 

Second, potential differences were examined among the attachment styles in trait-

level affective response patterns. Such a comparison is more suggestive of one's 

personality than of one's affective response in any particular situation, an important 

distinction to make when assessing these results. Individuals' responses on the Davis 

scale are expected to be relatively stable across situations. 

Analyses of the state-ba.sed levels of affect did not support my hypotheses. There 

were no significant differences among the attachment styles in levels of emotional 

response to the laboratory need situation. The relationship between the subjects" 

attachment styles and the measures of the Davis Interpersonal Reactivity Index scale, 

however, were somewhat more promising. The overall hypothesis was that those with a 

low avoidance style would express more other-focused emotional responses, w hile those 

with a high avoidance style would likely be self-focu.sed. In addition. 1 predicted that 

those with a high anxiety level within relationships would tend to express some higher 

.scores on certain anxious respon.ses. 
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As predicted, the secure individuals exhibited more trait-level perspective taking 

than the other three attachment styles. This suggests that, indeed, the secure individuals 

were most other-focused and most inclined to take another individual's perspective in an 

emotional situation. 

On the Davis trait-distress subscale. I expected those attachment styles that are 

higher on the anxiety scale (preoccupied and fearful) to be higher on trait distress than the 

lower anxiety subjects. Consistent with that expectation, the secure individuals, who are 

low in anxiety and less self-focused, exhibited significantly less distress than the other 

attachment styles. 

There are several potential limitations to the present research, some of which may 

explain the fact that many of my predictions were not supported. For example, there may 

have been measurement problems when assessing participants' emotional responses. It is 

possible that participants had difficulty conceptualizing some of the terms in the 

emotional response scale. The Davis Scale, which essentially divides empathy into 

different subparts, indicates the complexity of the construct of empathy. It is possible 

that the different attachment styles construed these facets of empathy in different ways, 

making it difficult to compare responses across attachment styles. 

Another potential limitation involves the believabilitv of the Katie Banks 

paradigm. While much of the paradigm was a direct reproduction of previous Katie 

Banks studies, there is a possibility that the paradigm was not as convincing as it has 

been in past studies. An analysis of the suspiciousness questionnaires suggests that some 

participants were not convinced that Katie Banks was an actual person. While nine 
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participants were eliminated from the outset because they were completely unconvinced 

of Katie Banks' existence, a number of other participants were very skeptical.'^ It is 

possible that the tape used in this experiment was not realistic enough for our purposes. 

A subjective review of the suspiciousness questionnaires suggests that approximately 37 

subjects expressed some skepticism about Katie Banks' existence. The skeptical subjects 

were still included in the final analyses, as it was impossible to tell if the skepticism was 

a result of the experiment itself or possibly the subject's style and trust of others. In 

any case, it is possible that this limitation of the Katie Banks paradigm could explain the 

fact that the hypotheses involving affective responses to Katie were not supported. 

Another possibility is that the Katie Banks paradigm did not elicit the expected 

level of emotional response from the participants. Some of the participants seemed to 

respond negatively to Katie Banks because they indicated that they know people who 

have problems similar to those of Katie Banks." 

Nonetheless, while the Katie Banks study did not support our hypotheses, 

examining the links between the attachment survey and the Davis Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index did lend some support to the hypotheses. While there is some evidence 

9 
The attachment styles did not differ in their le\els of suspiciou.sness. .V' (.ii=.v54. n.\. 

The following are examples of responses on the suspiciousness questionnaire by the skeptical subjects: 

"The interview may have been scripted"; The tape is too in depth"'; "1 wasn't sure if it was a true story "; 

"It was a strange tape. I wondered if it was real""; "I don"t think the tape was real because 1 don't think 

they'd play that on the radio"; "Katie did not sound sincere, like she was reading"; "The tape was not sery 

effective, the girl was too dramatic"; "Katie did not sound real about everything. It was like she was 

holding something back."" 

'' The following are examples of responses on the suspiciousness questionnaire by the subjects: "I know 

friends who have more problems."" "I have more tragedy in my life. " "I thought Katie was selfish.'" "She 

shouldn't be on the radio. .Asking other students for help is seltlsh." 
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that more secure individuals would respond in a more other-focused and less anxious 

manner, there are many questions that remain. While the Katie Banks study did not 

produce the expected results, the results from the Davis Interpersonal Reactivity Index 

scale suggest that the hypotheses may be valid. This is especially true when dividing up 

empathy as a state vs. trait response. It appears that as a trait, certain subscales of 

empathy behavior may be related to an individual's attachment style. 

It remains for future study to more fully illuminate the links between attachment 

and patterns in emotional responding. As discussed earlier, there are strong theoretical 

and empirical reasons for suspecting that people with different attachment styles may also 

differ in how they respond emotionally to others. The present research suggests that the 

answer to this question may depend upon whether one considers acute (state-based) 

versus chronic (trait-based) emotional responses. Future research might profitably focus 

on this distinction between state and trait responses, as it relates to one's attachment style. 

As discussed earlier, research investigating acute affective responses may require a more 

compelling paradigm that better elicits participants' emotional responses. Additionally, 

studying the relationship between attachment and affect within a broader population (i.e.. 

not limited to undergraduates) may aid in shedding greater light on those links, as well as 

increasing the potential generalizability of the findings. Future studies may also focus on 

assessing other cognitive, emotional and behavioral responses that may be related to 

attachment style. For example, selfishness, trust for others, cooperative versus 

competitive behaviors, and relationship success may all be affected by whether someone 

has on attachment style characterized by self- versus other-focus. 
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APPENDIX B 

BRENNAN. CLARK AND SHAVER (1998) 36-rrEM EXPERIENCE IN CLOSE 

RELATIONSHIPS SCALE 

Disagree Strongly Neutral/Mixed Agree Strongly 
1  2  3  4  5  6 ^ 7 ^  

1. [ prefer not to show a partner how I feel deep down. (AV) 
2. I worry about being abandoned. (AX) 
3. I am very comfortable being close to romantic partners.(AV) (R) 
4. I worry a lot about my relationships. (AX) 
5. Just when my partner starts to get close to me I find myself pulling away. (AV) 
6. [ worry that romantic partners won't care about me as much as 1 care about 

them (AX) 

7. I get uncomfortable when a romantic partner wants to be very close. (AV) 
8. I worry a fair amount about losing my partner. (AX) 
9. I don't feel comfortable opening up to romantic partners (AV) 
10. I often wish that my partner's feelings for me were as strong as my feelings for 

hinn/her.(AX) 

11. [ want to get close to my partner, but I keep pulling back. (AV) 
12. I often want to merge completely with romantic partners, and this sometimes scares 

them away. (AX) 

13. I am nervous when partners get too close to me. (.AV) 
14. 1 worry about being alone. (AX) 
15. I feel comfortable sharing my private thoughts and feelings with my 

partner. (A V) (R) 

16. My desire to be very close sometimes scares people away. (AX) 
17. 1 try to avoid getting too close to my partner. (AV) 
18. 1 need a lot of reassurance that I am loved by my panner. (AX) 
19. I find it relatively easy to get close to my partner. (AV) (R) 
20. Sometimes I feel that I force my partners to show more feeling, more 

commitment.(AX) 

21. 1 find it difficult to allow myself to depend on romantic partners. (AV) 
22. 1 do not often worry about being abandoned. (.AX) (R) 
23. I prefer not to be too close to romantic partners.(AV) 
24. If 1 can't get my panner to show interest in me. I get upset or angr\. (AX) 
25. I tell my partner just about everything. (AV) (R) 
26. I find that my partner(s) don't want to get as close as 1 would like. (AX) 
27. 1 usually discuss my problems and concerns with my partner.i AV) (R) 
28. When I'm not involved in a relationship. I feel somewhat anxious and 

insecure. (AX) 

29. I feel comfortable depending on romantic partners.(.W) (R) 
30. I get frustrated when my partner is not around as much as I would like. (AX) 
31. 1 don't mind asking romantic partners for comfort, advice, or help. (AV) (R) 
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32. I get frustrated if romantic partners are not available when I need them. (AX) 
33. It helps to turn to my romantic partner in times of need. (AV) (R) 
34. When romantic partners disapprove of me. 1 feel really bad about 

myself. (AX) 

35. [ turn to my partner for many things, including comfort and reassurance. (AV) (R) 
36. I resent it when my parmer spends time away from me. (AX) 

Note: AX=An.xiety. AV=Avoidance. 
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APPENDIX C 

DAVIS (1996) INTERPERSONAL REACTIVITY INDEX 

The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of 
situations. For each item, indicate how well it describes you by choosing the appropriate 

letter on the scale at the top of the page; A. B. C. D. or E. When you have decided on 
your answer, fill in the letter on the answer sheet next to the item, number. READ EACH 
ITEM CAREFULLY BEFORE RESPONDING. Answer as honestly as you can. Thank 
you. 

ANSWER SCALE: 

A B C D E 
DOES NOT DESCRIBES 

DESCRIBE ME WELL ME VERY WELL 

1. I daydream and fantasize, with some regularity, about things that might happen to 
me. (FS) 

2. I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me. (EC) 
3. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the "other guy's" point of 

view. (PT) (R) 

4. Sometimes I don't feel very sorry for other people when they are having 
problems. (EC) (R) 

5. I really get involved with the feelings of the characters in a novel. (FS) 
6. In emergency situations. 1 feel apprehensive and ill-at-ease. (PD) 
7. I am usually objective when 1 watch a movie or play, and 1 don't often get completely 

caught up in it. (FS) (R) 
8. I try to look at everybody's side of a disagreement before 1 make a decision. (PT) 
9. When I see someone being taken advantage of. I feel kind of protective towards 

them. (EC) 
10. I sometimes feel helpless when 1 am in the middle of a very emotional 

situation. (PD) 

11. 1 sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look from 
their perspective. (PT) 

12. Becoming extremely involved in a good book or movie is somewhat rare for 
me. (FS) (R) 

13. When I see someone get hurt. I tend to remain calm. (PD) (R) 
14. Other people's misfortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal. (EC) (R) 
15. If I'm sure I'm right about something. I don't waste much time listening to other 

people's arguments. (PT) (R) 
16. After seeing a play or movie. I have felt as though I were one of the characters. (FS) 
17. Being in a tense emotional situation scares me. (PD) 
18. When I see someone being treated unfaidy. 1 sometimes don't feel very much pity for 

them. (EC) (R) 
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19. I am usually pretty effective in dealing with emergencies. (PD) (R) 
20. I am often quite touched by things that I see happen. (PT) 
21. I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both. (PT) 
22. I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person. (EC) 
23. When I watch a good movie. I can very easily put myself in the place of a leading 

character. (FS) 

24. 1 tend to lose control during emergencies. (PD) 
25. When I'm upset at someone. I usually try to "put myself in his shoes" for a 

while. (PT) 

26. When I am reading an interesting story or novel. I imagine how I would feel if the 
events in the story were happening to me. (FS) 

27. When I see someone who badly needs help in an emergency. I go to pieces. (PD) 
28. Before criticizing somebody. I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their 

place. (PT) 

Note: P.T.=Perspective Taking. F.S.=Fantasy. P.D.=Personal Distress, and 
E.C.=Empathic Concern. 
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APPENDIX D 

RADIO PROGRAM TRANSCRIPT 

Announcer: 

Last week, a tragic accident struck the Banks family of Chandler Arizona. Mr. and Mrs. 
George Banks and their 16-year-old daughter, Janette. were killed in a head-on collision, 
just 30 miles north of Tucson. The Banks family has lived in Chandler just si.x months. 
They were returning to their former Tucson home to visit friends. Mr. and Mrs. Banks 
left three surviving children; Katie, a senior at the University of Arizona: Alice, age 11; 

and Mark, age 8. Katie has been granted temporary guardianship over her little brother 
and sister. Unfortunately, Mr. Banks did not carry life insurance and the children were 
left with very little money. Katie is trying desperately to keep her family together while 
trying to finish school. She hopes to graduate in December. But many problems 
confront her. She does not have enough money for groceries or rent. She needs sitters to 
stay with her brother and sister while she attends her classes and she needs transportation 
to the grocery store, laundry, and school since she does not have a car. Katie is trying to 
raise money through private contributions. I spoke with Katie Banks yesterday: she 
describes her situation in these words. 

Kate Banks (sounds as though she is on the other end of the phone): 
It's just such a nightmare. I guess I'm still numb. I know life has to go on. The help 
we've gotten so far has really been wonderful, but umm (pause) we've just got a long 
way to go. If we don't get more help. I'm afraid (sigh) I'll have to drop out of school and 
find a job (sigh) and that would just make things worse I think. (Sigh) 'Cause everybody 
knows that without a college degree, you just can't make money and (Pause) if 1 have to 
drop out. I'm afraid I'll have to give up the children and 1 just (Sigh)...1...I...won't be 
able to make enough to support them. 

Announcer 
Will Katie get the help that she needs? This story is being broadcast with the hope that 
some of our listeners will be able to help out. 
(Music begins) 
If anyone would like to make a contribution of any size, call K.A.M.P. at 621-8173. This 
has been Ray Reynolds. K.A.M.P. 
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APPENDIX E 

KAMP EVALUATION FORM 

"News From the Personal Side" 
Please respond to the following questions by circling the number that best 
represents your response: 

How interesting was the broadcast? 

1 3 

Not at ail Extremeiy 

How much did the broadcast aH'ect you emotionally? 

12 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all Extremely 

How worthwhile do you think programs of this kind are? 

12 3 4 3 6 7 
Not at all Extremely 

How likely would you be to listen to a program like this on K.\MP? 

12 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all Extremely 

While listening to this broadcast, to what extent did you concentrate on being 
objective? 

4 
Not at all 

6 7 

Extremelv 

To what extent did you concentrate on the feelings of the person being interviewed? 

4 
Not at all Extremelv 

To what extent did you concentrate on how you yourself would feel if you were 
experiencing what happened to the person being interviewed? 

Not at all Extremelv 
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APPENDIX F 

RADIO INTERVIEW EMOTIONAL RESPONSE SCALE 

Please circle the number that best indicates the degree to which you experienced each of 
these emotional reactions while listening to the broadcast. Do not worry if you were not 
feeling many of these emotions; only a few may apply to a particular broadcast. Be sure 
to circle a response for each item. 

Please use the following scale to respond to the questions below: 

Not at all moderately extremely 

1. Alarmed (P.D.) 1 •) 4 5 6 7 
2. Grieved (S) 1 2 4 5 6 7 
3. Sympathetic (E.C.) 1 2 4 5 6 7 
4. Intent 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
5. Soft-hearted (E.C.) 1 2 4 5 6 7 
6. Troubled (P.D.) 1 T 4 5 6 7 
7. Warm (E.C.) 1 -1 4 5 6 7 
8. Concerned 1 4 5 6 7 
9. Distressed (P.D.) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
10. Low-Spirited (S) I -) 4 5 6 7 
11. Intrigued 1 T 4 5 6 7 
12. Compassionate (E.C.) 1 2 4 5 6 7 
13. Upset (P.D.) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
14. Disturbed (P.D.) 1 1 4 5 6 7 
15. Tender (E.C.) 1 2 4 5 6 7 
16. Worried 1 1 4 5 6 7 
17. Moved (E.C.) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
18. Disconcerted 1 2 4 5 6 7 
19. Feeling low (S) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
20. Perturbed 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
21. Heavy-hearted (S) 1 -> 4 5 6 7 
22. Sorrowful (S) 1 ") 4 5 6 7 

23. Bothered 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
24. Kind 1 -) 4 5 6 7 

25. Sad (S) 1 •) 4 5 6 7 

26. Touched 1 ") 4 5 6 7 
27. Fortunate (G) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 
28. Guilty (G) 1 •) 4 5 6 7 
29. Advantaged (G) 1 -) 4 5 6 7 

Note: G=Guilt, S=Sadness, E.C.=Empathic Concern. P.D.=Personal Distress. 
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APPENDIX G 

ONENESS SCALE (lOS SCALE) 

How likable do you think the person being interviewed is? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all extremely 
likable likable 

How similar do you think you are to the person being interviewed? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 
similar similar 

How much do you value the welfare of the person being interviewed? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 
valued valued 

Please indicate to what extent you would use the term "WE" to characterize you and the 
person by circling the appropriate number. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all extremely 

By circling the appropriate figures below, please indicate to what extent you and this 
person are connected. 

sell ither other other self 

ithei self 
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APPENDIX H 

SOCIAL DESIRABILITY SCALE 

Using the scale below as a guide, write a number beside each statement to indicate how 
much you agree with it. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NOT TRUE SOMEWHAT TRUE VERY TRUE 

1- My first impressions of people usually turnout to be right. 
2. It would be hard for me to break any of my bad habits. 
3. I don't care to know what other people really think of me. 
4. I have not always been honest with myself. 
5. I always know why I like things. 
6. When my emotions are aroused, it biases my thinking. 
7. Once I've made up my mind, other people can seldom change my opinion. 
8. I am not a safe driver when I exceed the speed limit. 

9.1 am fully in control of my own fate. 
10. It's hard for me to shut off a disturbing thought. 
11. I never regret my decisions. 
12. I sometimes lose out on things because I can't make up my mind soon 

enough. 
13. The reason I vote is because my vote can make a difference. 
14. My parents were not always fair when they punished me. 
15. I am a completely rational person. 
16. I rarely appreciate criticism. 
17. I am very confident of my judgments. 
18. I have sometimes doubted my ability as a lover. 
19. It's all right with me if some people happen to dislike me. 
20. 1 don't always know the reasons why I do the things I do. 
21. I sometimes tell lies if I have to. 
22. 1 never cover up my mistakes. 

23. There have been occasions when I have taken advantage of someone. 
24. I never swear . 
25. I sometimes trv' to get even rather than forgive and forget. 
26. I always obey laws, even if I'm unlikely to get caught. 
27. 1 have said something bad about a friend behind his or her back. 
28. When I hear people talking privately. I avoid listening. 
29. I have received too much change from a salesperson without telling him or 

her. 
30. I always declare everything at customs. 
31. When 1 was young I sometimes stole things. 
32. 1 have never dropped litter on the street. 
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33.1 sometimes drive faster than the speed limit. 
.34.1 never read sexy books or magazines. 
35.1 have done things that I don't tell other people about. 

36.1 never take things that don't belong to me. 
37. I have never taken sick-leave from work or school even though I wasn't sick. 
38. I have never damaged a library book or store merchandise without reporting it. 
39. I have some pretty awful habits. 
40. I don't gossip about other people's business. 
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APPENDIX I 

LETTER reOM THE PROFESSOR 

Dear Participant Hearing the Katie Banks Interview Tape: 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for participating in our research. 
Your cooperation is most appreciated. 

Let me explain the reason for this letter. After hearing the News From the 
Personal Side tape concerning Katie Banks, and knowing that it would not be aired for 
some time, it occurred to me that some of the participants in our study might want to 
assist Katie. To check about this possibility. I contacted Katie. Initially, she was 
reluctant to ask for help, but since she is confronted with an immediate crisis that may 
involve having to put her younger brother and sister up for adoption, she at last agreed. 

Katie has written a letter to the participants in this study, explaining her situation 
and what you can do to help. Basically. Katie needs some of your time. KAMP has 

generously given her a list of people in the Phoenix area who might be willing to make a 
financial contribution to help her in her time of need. Katie has written a letter that she 
plans to send to these potential donors, but because her situation is urgent and her own 
time is very limited right now. she needs help in preparing the letters, stuffing and 
addressing the envelopes, and keeping the necessary records of who has been contacted. 

If you wish to help Katie in this way. KAMP will provide you with all the 
necessary materials, including postage. You can prepare the letters at home, and at your 
own convenience. 

A copy of Katie's letter to participants in this study is enclosed. Please read this 
letter and consider it seriously. At the same time, please be assured that your 
participation in this study in no way obligates you to volunteer to help Katie. After you 
have had a change to read Katie's letter. I would like you to indicate on the form 
provided whether or not you wish to help. If you decide that you do wish to help, 1 will 

pass that information along to KAMP. and someone will then contact you about picking 
up the stamped envelopes, letters and addresses of possible donors. 

At this time, please read Katie's letter. Thank you for considering this chance to 
respond to her need. 

Sincerely. 

Gary Schwartz. Ph.D. 
Professor 
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APPENDIX J 

LETTER FROM KATIE BANKS 

4- J^MJ. CUr LjCiL unZK 

J.-V dl^Zidt Ji-yr^ . r.Uy ^ 

V Cd-^it CJ'Mrujt Jiiii^\uA-t-3 

Cî  cte jUu jb̂ Mr > yĵ -j -.yj. .rjr'.h" 

v.^|C' '̂ '̂ > .̂4 

4i^ --'( t^yv CjCt ^y/id-rJUoi^' ^'i^ullL 

•JX JCE- i^uiciLiUsdcK, 4? dM-n. JitOAS .̂aJdî  JUUXL CfCtẑ  ̂ Cx. 

v?lA<lt Vb-̂ Jd CUltLL '̂y/TnjL iĵ  td W /Tj^i.^ L -̂n^xihj 

1,^1- 6<3'>'-' JiUfL/vYiL cL^ Jhi^~''TJSt Jb^jf tX^yu^ 

/•rroirrloj Jĵ ct Jh  ̂ J^mj. Uf&if̂  JÎ ^JL. 

K/iMP J>-aY\y ^^'ttj'^t hJLLpji.ji -Mvj -^jl^v&v^cL^rxA -nru^ 

\jOTXh CiM^c ,̂ Ouen. Sco n\a)Tĵ OA ĵL odJAu^  ̂ty  ̂qiitr̂ i- il4  ̂

/Tru^ /̂lZ MD^yCC OS" Ce ĵUbCijJL Jir J'uip 

Ju,̂ \j a,ru)L 'ynjL- . 4- Ji; Cî SMA- oj, <X '̂ J\juhL 

 ̂\2 '̂tU\ a  ̂'Jyic/yrJ  ̂Q.̂ tii'̂  a Cŝ yitrcwn^u 'Siu 

'J/SY3L ^ ..^OSt 

.huiU. dATyj. Jĵ  Mymi. K f̂u. JjXtJAA  ̂ Cdtu^ ĵua  ̂

.iXiî -̂̂  Cir.jiL aJclAiiM>Ki;h j.'yL'î t̂ piA- J '̂ji ..fusizh. at .ĵ /iuL 

î rOj. •̂*JrVtdi CChj. Ciy^XaJjL'u^yic  ̂

vjc'tt Mi'h.td- Jh- ojyii JjBr w9  ̂at ax ••̂ ov crury- -j. ̂ k.i'juy 

leioUi, JChJC^ atL diiyU  ̂avd. ctr̂ ai •yK.ny  ̂ icUl 

.J,k. jL\̂ ''UilUz 'Mr auuMd. dî jct4 oyv -̂iAtiiuu. 

•'J4 x-xcUi, KytO'xJuif, qUh;u^ i^\. /ruj^rYiL o-ruX-^'-n-u. 

ni'tuyn.l'̂ 'Tj ̂  Dr Sd^ucaf̂ L ,̂ O/nii.̂ i'iL ojUI .jX crî  t CrUP lU^ .̂ 

uyMMM. a^rV U/UA. dj XhjL .ru^nd^>t&^ Ji^jL'^j^ZZhLnJ/L 

tpA. C-d-'n, o/rM adduuo-î A Jb'̂ -̂ ^MMrfiA-. ^crruur-rU, 
iiil^ terK-iiSt clc-x. Cl'yuy^ C^tllLA 

ituld {ipp(U(iioî  i>i} W a;^ 
in M iiiJ ccJu J'jlp iî c dn i-jox \M''̂ j'T'U<Cli, K!ih<:~^y-,''L  ̂
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APPENDIX K 

HOUR SHEET 

Please Note 

Because of staff time involved in distributing the necessary materials to potential helpers. 
KAMP has requested that only if you are willing to contribute a minimum of 2 hours 
should you sign up to help. 

Do you wish to help Katie Banks? Please indicate your response below: 

Mark one: 

Yes No 

If no. just leave the rest of this form blank. 

If yes, please indicate below the number of hours you wish to help in the next few weeks: 

I can help hours. 

Name 

Phone # 

Thank you for considering this opportunity to help Katie Banks. 

Please place this form in the enclosed envelope and give it to the experimenter. 
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APPENDLX L 

SUSPICLOUSNESS QUESTIONS 

1. Do you have any questions about anything we've done up to this point? 

2. No? Did everything seem to make sense to you? 

3. What do you think about this experiment? 

4. Did anything strike you as unusual or unexpected about the instructions or 
materials I gave you? 

5. Do you think it's possible that there is more to this experiment than meets the 
eye...that there are things going on here beyond what we've told you about? Like 
what? 

[if no response! If you had to guess, what do you think is going on? 
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APPENDIX M 

DEBRIEFING 

Thank you for participating in this study. The goal of this study was to assess 
your emotional reactions to the content of the audiotape. While we presented the tape as 
an assessment of the program in order to assist K.A.M.P.. we were being deceptive in that 
we were not truly assessing programming for die radio station, nor does Katie Banks 
actually exist. We were actually looking at your emotional reaction to Katie Banks' 
situation. More specifically, we wanted to evaluate the relationship between your 
attachment style, your emotional reactions to the scenario and the amount of hours you 
were willing to offer to help Katie Banks. 

In the mass survey, you filled out a questionnaire that assessed your attachment 
style. Your attachment style can be described as the way you relate to other people. We 
are blind to your particular responses to the attachment questionnaire, thus we cannot tell 
you what we would expect in your particular case. Some people are anxious or avoid 
others while some people are very comfortable within relationships. We theorized that 

depending on your style, you would react differently to someone in need, like Katie 
Banks. While some people might want to help Katie as a result of empathy, others may 
help for different reasons and others may not want to help at all. We will I) evaluate the 
emotional reactions to Katie's broadcast and 2) assess whether the type of attachment 
subjects exhibited will generate different motivations for helping or not helping Katie. 

We hypothesize that individuals who are more comfortable around others will be 
more empathic towards Katie Banks' plight. As such, these individuals will exhibit 
emotions related to empathy. Additionally, these individuals will offer more assistance to 
Katie Banks. Subjects who are more anxious or avoidant of relationships will likely 
respond with less empathy. While these subjects may still be motivated to help, we 
expect that these subjects will identify different emotional responses and offer less 
assistance to Katie Banks. 
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APPENIDX N 

FIGURE 1 

THE FOUR ATTACHMENT SCALES THEORIZED BY BRENNAN, CLARK. & 
SHAVER (1998) 

ANXIETY 

LOW HIGH 

LOW 

AVOIDANCE 

HIGH 

TABLE I 

MEANS FOR ATTACHMENT STYLE AND THE EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 

Empathy Distress Sadness Guilt Oneness 

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (J^) 

4.13(1.09) 2.94 (1 .()7) 3.14(1.25) " 3.39 (1.27) ' 2.74 (1.09) ' 

4.22 (.972) 2.99(1.27) 3.14(1.14) 3.34(1.43) 2.77 (.959) 

4.43 (.887) 3.18(1.33) 3.51(1.39) 3.58(1.24) 2.51(1.12) 

4.63(1.13) 3.44(1.43) 3.62(1.99) 3.58(1.23) 2.26 (.890) 

4.35(1.01) 3.13(1.28) 3.36(1.26) 3.48(1.29) 2.58(1.03) 

SECURE PREOCCUPIED 

DISMISSING FEARFUL 

Secure 

Fearful 

Preoccupied 

Dismissing 

Total 

Noie. Attachment Style assessed by the Brennan. Clark. & Shaver (1998) 36-item self-
report survey. Emotional Responses assessed by the emotional response scale. All 

measures were on 7-point scales, ranging from 1-7. 
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TABLE 2 

MEANS FOR ATTACHMENT STYLE AND DAVIS' INTERPERSONAL 

REACTIVITY INDEX SUBSCALES 

Perspective Fantasy Distress Empathy 
Taking Mean Mean Mean 
Mean (SD) (^) (^) 

Secure 3.69 (.753) 3.55 (.766) 2.25 (.490) 3.81 (.730) 

Fearful 3.52 (.629) 3.-W(.679) 2.66 (.629) 3.81 (.470) 

Preoccupied 3.23 (.663) 3.65 (.835) 2.76 (.659) 3.84 (.637) 

Dismissing 3.13 (.643) 3.08 (.966) 2.38 (.909) 3.74 (.807) 

Total 3.38 (.696) 3.46 (.826) 2.55 (.699) 3.81 (.649) 

Note. Attachment Style assessed by the Brennan. Clark. & Shaver (1998) 36-item self-
report survey and Empathy subscales assessed by Davis (1996) Interpersonal Reactivity 
Index. All measures were on 5-point scales, ranging from 1-5. 
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